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Poli cal risk insurance (PRI) is one of the many tools that
companies can use to mi gate the risk factors that can be
inherent to opera ng in the developing world. By allowing
policyholders to protect themselves from specific risks
deemed to be most threatening to their venture (i.e., expropria on of control for an electrical company inves ng in
a foreign domes c firm), PRI can pave the way for much
needed development and help to make otherwise dubious
projects into compe ve ones. Put simply: PRI protects
companies from risks arising from ac ons either directly or
indirectly resul ng from their host country’s governance.
Policies can be wri en to protect the holder from a number
of eventuali es, including currency inconver bility and
transfer restric on, expropria on and war, terrorism and
civil disturbances. It can also be a tool used by investors to
mi gate country risks associated with emerging market
debt and equity investments, as well as the area of lending.1
Fundamentally, insurance is the business of pooling policyholder dollars to protect against a future undesirable event.
The mo va ons underlying PRI are not drama cally diﬀerent from those of other forms of insurance, but the scale is
much diﬀerent. This ar cle introduces readers to PRI and
provides an overview of the types of PRI oﬀered by insurers
and the state of the contemporary PRI industry. This ar cle
also provides valuable insights oﬀered by Country Risk Soluons CEO Daniel Wagner.
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Since the end of the World War II, the world has been dealing with globaliza on at an increasingly quickened pace.
Mul na onal corpora ons (MNCs) from dozens of na ons
currently pursue opportuni es in their established markets
and in places only recently realized as opportuni es for
trade and development. To be er envision this global marketplace, consider the business done by U.S. MNCs and investors. In 2010, U.S. MNC expenditures totaled approximately $621 billion and U.S. MNCs made use of the services
of some 34 million employees (just less than half of those
being employed abroad).2
The 21st century, while s ll young, has seen its share of the
uncertainty and risk. Wagner notes that there is a general
failure to acknowledge that “…the globaliza on process,
while further enriching the world’s most prosperous naons, appears to have contributed to the further marginaliza on of at least one-third of the world’s people…”3 The
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Correlates of War project reports that no fewer than 25
wars have occurred between 2000 and 2007.4 The financial
crisis of 2007–2008 kicked oﬀ a wave of financial reforms
and social movement, and the eﬀects can s ll be felt across
the developing and developed world alike to this day. Unrest as a result of ethnic and social fac ons ousted longstanding governments in Tunisia and Yemen, spawned protests throughout the Middle East and precipitated civil war
in Libya and (more recently) Syria, in what has become
known as the Arab Spring.
Qualita ve judgments regarding the legi macy and morality
of these events aside, it is risky for execu ves to seek expansion in the aﬀected territories. Why open a mine when it
could be lost to figh ng? Why accept a contract to build a
highway when the government enlis ng that service might
very well be gone tomorrow as a result of revolu on or
peaceful elec on? Why invest directly in a domes c company if new regula ons might be passed to render that investment worthless?
That being said, there are absolutely reasons to engage with
these na ons. Africa, while s ll plagued in some areas by
the depriva ons of war and poverty, is se ng the stage to
be an enormous poten al growth region. Foreign Policy
magazine reports that the region will exhibit a workforce to
rival any individual country, including the powerhouse markets of China and India.5 The report goes on to detail that
the African workforce is be er educated than ever before
and eager for jobs that will provide a good wage. The potenal for mutually beneficial economic rela onships between
MNCs and the growth areas of Africa is high, if the associated risks can be eﬀec vely addressed. Tools for risk management are cri cal to businesses seeking to invest and operate
in regions where stability is less than certain.
(Continued on page 12)
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Poli cal risk insurance is defined as:
“…a tool for businesses to mi gate and manage
risks arising from the adverse ac ons—or inacons—of governments. As a risk mi ga on tool, PRI
helps provide a more stable environment for investments into developing countries, and to unlock
be er access to finance…”6
One of the primary factors in this defini on is that the acon triggering payment is prompted by a poli cal ac on
(though the specifics of what triggers a policy are determined by the policy’s language). Even in the field of poli cal
science, scholars some mes cannot say aﬃrma vely
whether government ac on brought about a series of circumstances, and studies have noted that the level of ambiguity inherent in poli cal events can lead to disputes between insurers and policyholders over whether an insured
ac on has taken place. Take, for example, the scenario outlined in one report. In the case of currency inconver bility
or transfer restric on policy, it would not trigger a policy if a
local business simply stopped making a payment on its obliga on, as this could be due to a number of factors pertaining to their own credit supply or business choices.7 In order
to trigger the terms of some currency inconver bility or
transfer restric on policies, payment must con nue into
the account over a period of months.8
At a basic level, PRI works in a fashion similar to many other
forms of insurance. A policy is wri en to cover losses in the
event of a finite event. Several features dis nguish PRI from
other insured risks.9 For one, PRI addresses strictly noncommercial risks. Wagner states that “usually, answering the
simple ques on of whether an ac on was in an insured’s
control or a government’s control will determine whether a
risk can be covered by PRI.”10 There is also a lack of hard
data from which to draw conclusions, in addi on to the fact
that events leading to the payment of a policy are harder to
define in actuarial terms.
PRI is characterized by this uncertainty to the extent that
dis nguishing between actual and perceived risk is diﬃcult.
It has been noted that “eﬀec ve poli cal risk management
requires dis nguishing developments that pose true risks—
a well-defined threat to corporate performance—from
poli cal events that are merely drama c.”11 In other instances, the percep on that an area is risky creates a problem whether or not that percep on is based on accurate
informa on.12
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These peculiari es led to some cost issues in the PRI market. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York conducted interviews with PRI providers in 2005 and found that issues surrounding the quan fica on of risk results in gaps in coverage and high prices that discourage par cipa on in the
market by some businesses. The Federal Reserve reported
than only 10% of those reques ng PRI accept the quote
they are given for a policy, with 50% not receiving quotes
for a project at all and 40% not accep ng the quote they are
given.13 The high expense of underwri ng poli cal risk for
the insurer is also a defining characteris c of these policies.
Despite some of the drawbacks that plague PRI, there is
certainly a need for a risk-mi ga on tool for corpora ons or
investors seeking to enter developing markets. Many of the
world’s most lucra ve business opportuni es, be they taking advantage of new and growing labor pools or boun ful
natural resources, are located in regions that are likely to be
subject to the types of events PRI can help address. Terrorism is a threat to ventures across a number of con nents.
Wagner points out that terrorism has historically had consequences for businesses and will con nue to do so, as businesses represent excellent “so targets.” Businesses may
be the target of terrorism, or simply collateral damage. The
terrorists who orchestrated the Sept. 11, 2001, a acks on
the United States invested less than half-a-million dollars in
their a acks, but were able to cause more than $50 billion
in property damage. 14
Where poli cal circumstances allow for, or necessitate,
strict measures of state control, various forms of expropriaon are possible. The eﬀects of the global financial crisis
have exacerbated the likelihood that governments may take
(Continued on page 13)
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ac on to restrict the free flow of cash or the foreign ownership of domes c resources. Not only can PRI provide a
structured bulwark against financial losses, but many
(especially public) PRI providers have developed working
rela onships with foreign governments to help ensure their
clients are exempted from poten ally damaging laws.15
PRI can also help to serve a public need. Investors and insurers are fundamentally businesses and o en find it diﬃcult to balance the need to make an investment successful
and profitable with local concerns, such as socioeconomic
factors, rights of indigenous peoples and ecological concerns, but the project finance industry (of which PRI is one
component) creates an environment where those pursuing
ventures have good reason to look at their project margins
and social factors.16
PRI is provided by three major types of en es: public insurers, private insurers and mul lateral en es. Following
describes more about their individual character:
Public insurers have a mandate from their government to dispense PRI. They are more likely to write
coverage with a policy goal in mind, set by their parent government.17 As they are funded out of the
public treasury, these insurers are also more likely to
have restric ons on who they can insure and whether or not they are required to be an “insurer of last
resort” for companies that cannot acquire policies
on the private market.18
Private insurers serve a niche market. They supply
insurance in a similar manner to other product lines,
but are more o en than not associated with big mul-na onal or mul -line insurers.19
Mul -lateral insurers are non-governmental en es (NGOs) that o en seek to foster development
in troubled or impoverished regions of the world
that private insurers may not have an interest in
covering.
It is worthwhile to address the fundamental ques on of
what types of firms or investors most need PRI. Wagner
said companies generally fall into three categories: those
that insure everything; those that that insure nothing; and
those that insure against the things that keep them up at
night, which is a func on of their own perceived risk. He
said that the most important factors are an individual investor or firm’s beliefs, experiences and risk-management phi-
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losophy, and whether those factors lead them to believe
that their cost-benefit analysis values PRI. Ventures in a new
place, with a new partner or in a new area of the world that
traders of investors might not be comfortable with could be
triggers for a company to seek PRI.
It is also important that some local companies acquire PRI
when inves ng in projects in their home country. At the
me of the Argen ne economic crisis a decade ago, local
companies could not obtain PRI due to prohibi ve costs and
a lack of interest in covering those companies on the part of
insurers.20 Informa on provided by the Mul lateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)—which is a member of the
World Bank Group that both provides and studies PRI with
the aim of fostering investment in developing economies
avoided by the private sector—shows that, while it is not
strictly impossible for domes c investors to acquire PRI, it is
s ll diﬃcult.
MIGA can provide coverage to local investors who are repatria ng capital to their home country, and many other mul laterals can provide policies under similarly restricted circumstances. They stated that private PRI has a wider variety
of coverage circumstances and said that most Lloyd’s syndicates would be willing to oﬀer it, but ques ons would be
raised about the level of risk in the country if its own na onals were seeking protec on, and that these ques ons might
aﬀect that investor’s ability to get a policy.
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PRI first came into being following World War II, when a
degree of uncertainty regarding global and regional stability
discouraged investors from pu ng funds into areas that
could be threatened by the spread of communism. The
1960s saw the U.S. Agency for Interna onal Development
(USAID) begin providing investment guarantee programs,
(Continued on page 14)
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with those func ons being handed oﬀ to the Overseas Private Investment Corpora on (OPIC) in 1969. It was not un l
the next decade that private players began to get involved
in the PRI market, beginning with underwri ng syndicates at
Lloyd’s of London and American Interna onal Group (AIG).21
Demand for PRI was expected to wane without the looming
threat of expropria on by communist regimes a er the fall
of the Soviet Union, but the a acks on Sept. 11, 2001, highlighted the vulnerability of many enterprises to risks s ll
posed by terrorist organiza ons.22
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Currency InconverƟbility and Transfer RestricƟon –
Protects against losses incurred from being incapable of
conver ng local currency and/or the inability to transfer
local currency or foreign exchange outside the country.
This is specific to situa ons arising as a result of government ac on.
ExpropriaƟon – Protects against government ac on
that would result in the loss of the rights to or control
over insured property as a result of government ac on.
This could take the form of outright expropria on (e.g.,
a mine is seized by a foreign government’s troops overnight) or might include what is termed “creeping expropria on.” Indirect or creeping expropria on would involve ac ons that, when taken cumula vely over a
number of years, have the aggregate eﬀect of a loss of
control or rights to an investment or, alterna vely,
when a host government’s ac ons interfere so much as
to render the rights to property useless. This can take a
number of forms, from the replacement by companyappointed management with state-appointed management, government takeover of a key supplier, restric ons on occupa on of acquired land (or ac vi es
on that land) and confiscatory taxa on.
PoliƟcal Violence, War, Terrorism and Civil Disturbance
– Protects against the loss, damage to or disappearance
of tangible benefits as a result of the outbreak of hos li es or unrest in a host country. These policies can be
wri en to include hos li es as a result of host country
ac ons or the ac ons of a third party. Those policies
can also cover losses resul ng from the interrup on of

)

business due to hos li es. For example, an oil rig crew
might have to be evacuated because a local conflict
increases the likelihood that rig will become a target.
Despite the fact that the oil rig is not physically destroyed, it cannot be operated without a crew and,
therefore, the revenue for the period of the evacua on
would be lost.
4.

I

As with other types of insurance, specific PRI policies must
be tailored to protect against specific types of poli cal risk
and is determined by a variety of interdependent factors.
Not all na ons will be subject to the same types of risk. Below are brief explana ons for the common types of PRI.23
1.

I

Breach of Contract – Protects against a failure of a
government to pay or perform under a contract. This
coverage is o en used for infrastructure and mining
projects.

As more and more na ons become home to large investment ventures, some of these types of insurance have had
to evolve to accommodate new leadership styles in developing and developed economies. One ar cle observes that “…
governments that may have once upon a me been in the
habit of throwing out the rules at the whim of the latest
autocrat are these days more likely to simply change the
rules.”24
Regulatory takings are also becoming more common at the
expense of outright expropria on, according to a report by
MIGA.25 They note that those regulatory ac ons can be
purely in the name of achieving a measure of expropria on
more to the liking of new administra ons but can also be a
legal and legi mate exercise of regulatory power. To dis nguish between legi mate and illegi mate regulatory ac on
resul ng in losses for investors, one must consider:26
a)

Whether it interfered with an investor’s property
rights.
b) Whether the regula on was enacted for a public
purpose, was non-discriminatory to a par cular enty and followed due process.
c) Whether the economic impact was substan al
enough to warrant compensa on.

(Continued on page 15)
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It is also worthwhile to recognize that buying PRI is not just
useful for financial compensa on in the event of a failed
investment. Indeed, having PRI measures can serve to prevent harmful measures from ever targe ng a company. In
“Poli cal Risk Investment Insurance: Renaissance Revisited,” West and Mar n point out that disputes have nega ve
eﬀects on exis ng es (i.e., informal es, trade agreements,
security agreements, etc.) between an investor’s home naon and host na on. Some countries and mul laterals have
“nearly automa c sanc ons against countries that have not
eﬀec vely compensated their na onal insurers who have
assumed…the rights to an insured investor’s assets or
shares…or to the local currency….”27
Certainly, a number of current events highlight the importance PRI policies can provide in mi ga ng risk for policyholders. The democra zing wave of protests and rebellions that has come to be known as the Arab Spring is likely
to result in the renego a on, and perhaps even total
breach, of some contracts between aﬀected na ons and
investors. A MIGA study reported that the events making up
the Arab Spring have thus far resulted in a small number of
claims, although sources also report a number of large
trade credit claims in Libya.28 The report es mates that Libya alone could see between $300 million and $500 million
in losses, although, to date, li le of what has happened has
resulted in losses by insurers. In na ons like Egypt, where
foreign engagement was permi ed, new governments
might not look favorably on companies that chose to do
business with their oppressors.
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In 2008, MIGA surveyed major PRI providers on their percep ons and experiences par cipa ng in the market. The
data shows that, while PRI is increasingly popular, the market for such insurance is s ll rela vely small.29 Approximately 71% of respondents es mated that the contract
wri en for PRI totaled to less than half of their total business wri en. That being said, the vast majority of providers
believed that their PRI business would increase.30
In a 2011 report, only one-in-five firms reported using investment insurance akin to PRI.31 MIGA reported that most
mi gated their risk in foreign investments by implemen ng
their ventures through a domes c partner, moving the project along slowly or undertaking detailed risk analysis as a
precursor to pu ng a project into ac on. Further, firms
viewed informal engagement with local leaders as the best
approach, and many respondent firms expressed the belief
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that no tool could eﬀec vely alleviate certain manifestaons of poli cal risk.
Even taking all these concerns and alterna ve methods into
account, the 2011 report stated that the market for PRI had
increased by approximately one-third over the previous
year.32 In fact, for five years prior to the 2011 report, the PRI
market grew more than the levels of foreign direct investment it was meant to protect. The bulk of contracts were
wri en to protect against expropria on with coverage
against war, civil disturbances and terrorism, forming the
second-highest event insured against.33 Clients seeking PRI
coverage were primarily engaged in the financial market
and infrastructure sectors and were seeking to cover ventures located in East Asia/Pacific, La n America and South
Asia regions, respec vely.
Investment insurance claims specifically have risen in recent
years, totaling nearly $221 million in 2010.34 MIGA cauoned that single-year figures were prone to the eﬀects of
“single data point” events, but the claims sta s c s ll illustrates an important point in the overall market picture. It is
becoming evident that stability in the short-term is not a
climate that can be taken for granted. In the Middle East/
North African region, a number of regimes that have stood
for decades are falling vic m to unrest as a result of shi ing
socio-economic factors. Reliance on local leaders alone does
a firm no good if that leader falls vic m to a coup or popular
movement for regime change. If the leader is par cularly
unpopular, such past es could serve to hurt a company’s
prospects for doing business with that leader’s successor(s).

C
Industry experts an cipate that the demand for PRI will rise
in the coming years. With escala ng tensions across the
world, it is likely that analysts of foreign policy would agree
with that assessment. A new, Western-educated leader has
come to power in isolated North Korea, promp ng discus(Continued on page 16)
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sions that he may be more developmentally oriented.35 Vast
deposits of energy resources have been discovered in the
vicinity of Vietnam and the Philippines, sparking a standoﬀ
with the People’s Republic of China, which disputes the
other Pacific na ons’ territorial claims. A similar, if much
less developed, tension has risen up around energy reserves
in the Black Sea.36 All of these scenarios provide opportunies for poten ally profitable and poten al risky ventures
that might require companies to seek security through poli cal risk insurance policies.
Wagner believes the market is likely to con nue to expand.
He pointed out that the PRI market has been expanding
drama cally for more than a decade: “If underwriters and
brokers didn’t think they could make money, then they
wouldn’t get in it or stay in it.” He believes that educa on
about the product will help feed that growth, but that ul mately the market will be subject to the risk appe tes of
those par cipa ng in it.
“You can’t invent perceived need and you can’t create believers. Either companies perceive value in PRI or they don’t,”
Wagner said. “There are many ways to manage cross-border
risk, but over more than 40 years, PRI has proven to be eﬀecve, par cularly to an educated consumer.”
In an uncertain world, neither tradi onally insured risks
such as fire and flood nor commercial risks alone represent
the en rety of risk facing investors and companies. Ac ons
taken by governments, or as a result of governments, can
be covered under PRI. The ill eﬀects of currency inconver -
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bility, expropria on (either in its outright form or a more
gradual “creeping” expropria on) and even civil disturbance, terrorism and war can be mi gated by seeking coverage from one of the many providers of PRI.
Despite the high cost of coverage and diﬃculty in obtaining
PRI, it is one of many tools that can be used by risk managers to help reduce the risk facing their ventures in a foreign
market. It is also a tool that can provide an incen ve for
companies to think about the social consequences of its
ac ons. From a regulatory standpoint, however, Wagner
sees no reason that it should be considered diﬀerently from
any other line of business. “It’s important that the industry
be well regulated,” he said, “but, at the same me, the industry also regulates itself.” He pointed out that insurance
wordings are frequently modified when claims are filed, as
insurers learn from each claim experience, and that clients
themselves tend to revise policy wordings according to their
own risk percep ons. Compared to more mainstream lines
of insurance, PRI is small, but its impact is much larger than
its size would suggest, given its ability to prompt lenders to
lend and investors to invest.
Small or large, it is undeniable that PRI plays a vital role in
allowing companies to trade and invest in developing regions across the globe.
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